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TOPIC – NOUN 

Defination- A noun is a naming word.  

There are two types of nouns: 

a. Common Nouns  

b. Proper Nouns 

Common Nouns- We use a common noun for any place, person, animal, thing or idea.  

It begins with a small letter. 

Eg- Places-> park, market, road / People-> aunt, friend / Animals-> lion, monkey / 

Things-> desk, flower, bottle / Ideas-> happiness, fun                                                                                                                                                                

Proper Nouns- We use a proper noun for the places, persons, animals or things.  It 

begins with Capital letter. 

Eg- Places->  My cousin’s name is Leela. / People-> New York is big city. /        

Animals-> My kitten’s name is Dennis. / Things-> The Duronto Express goes to 

Coimbatore. 

Exercise 

Q1. Colour the common nouns with blue and underline the proper nouns with red in 

these sentences: 

a. Grisha is a dancer. 

b. She speaks Tamil at home. 

c. Miss Roy is my class teacher. 

d. Jupiter is a planet. 

e. Seema is tall and thin girl. 

f. The Taj Mahal is a beautiful building. 

g. Rosie is a baby elephant. 

h. John lives in a forest.  

i. My sister gave me a Lenovo computer. 

j. The cat is chasing the mouse. 

 



Q2. Write ‘common’  or ‘proper’ next to each noun. 

a. Raj 

b. car 

c. toy 

d. Mr. Roy 

e. park 

f. Mc Donald’s 

g. class 

h. Central Park 

i. teacher 

j. California 

Q3. Circle C or P depending on whether underlined noun is a common noun. 

a. Jack washed his bike.                                                      C                  P 

b. My aunt lives near a lake.                                               C                  P 

c. My mom’s birthday is in July.                                        C                  P 

d. Disneyland is my favourite theme park.                         C                  P 

e. The jar crashed on to the ground.                                    C                 P 

f. Raj is excited about his new toy car.                                C                P   

g. Russia is the largest country in the World.                      C                P 

h. Mayur left for school early in the morning.                     C                P 

 

   


